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The Festival of Humanity. This will be the festival of the spirit of humanity—aspiring to approach
nearer to God, seeking conformity to the divine will to which the Buddha called attention, dedicated to
the expression of goodwill which is the lowest aspect of love to which Christ called attention and of
which He was the perfect expression. It will be the day pre-eminently on which the divine nature of
man will be recognized and his power to express goodwill and to establish right human relations
(because of his divinity) will be stressed
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A conscious consideration of the force of one's own radiations can produce considerable saturation.
A spirit striving for conscious application of its radiations must intensify the manifested power of the
heart, for this sunlike source can reveal all paths. Conscious affirmation of radiations is indeed
applicable when all higher fiery energies of the heart are kindled. On the path to the Fiery World let us
affirm a conscious attitude toward the radiations of the heart. Fiery World III, 392
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The Future Is What We Make It!

Our task is to establish the harmony of existence and the creativeness of the infinite Cosmos. The
world, in all dimensions, is developed by conditioned human thought. Cosmos indicates a
different direction. Human creation has little resemblance to the creation of Cosmos. We bring to
man the understanding that his task can proceed in full rhythmic accord with cosmic creation.
Infinity 1 #90

T

here is one Future for this planet.
accepting the responsibility for creating
This future is destined, that means
the deplorable, much worse than
substandard, living conditions of billions
it is unavoidable, that it will happen.
This unavoidable, predestined future is
of humans, and the shameful destructions
designed to unfold through humanity.
of the planet's ecosystems is startling and
The fun part of this is Free Will. Humanity
difficult to comprehend for those who are
gets to choose when and how this whole
living in the canyons of comfort. But these
conditions are clear manifestations of our
predestined
thing
will
manifest.
past thinking and actions.
Unfortunately the choices that humanity
has been making over the past
This is the future we have
numerous eons have strayed, one
generated. This is our NOW. It is
might say, from Cosmic Intention.
characterized
by
extreme
In fact, our choices are in serious
imbalances in the quality of life
violation of a number of Cosmic
It becomes
for people the world around
Laws.
and
an
unimaginable
As Master M pointed out,
"Much has been told to man
about
the
preordained
creativeness
and
about
predestination. This destiny
man
must
realize.
Our
established law points to the
impellent factor in the process
and one should realize that
the future is the result of the
past."Infinity II #333

obvious to
anyone who
thinks that
we can
cause a new
future by
how we
behave
now.

disregard for the planet's
ecosystems.

Information and data coming
from
our
concerned
scientists
about
the
deplorable
human
living
conditions and the planet's
ecosystems, when it is made
available, not only raises
awareness
regarding
the
serious nature of the problems,
but it also helps to bring into focus
the fact that Humanity is One Being. It
is very hard for anyone who has even a
spark of love in their heart to know the
realities and not feel the call of their heart.

That our future is the direct result of
our past thoughts and actions, is
obvious to anyone who thinks. We are
responsible for what is happening in our
daily lives, our families, our cities,
nations, and on the Planet. Just as there
is no avoiding our destined future, there is
no avoiding the responsibility for creating
it.

It may seem to skeptical, superficial
personalities that we are caught in what
seems to be an endless chain of events.
However, facing realities such as these
and realizing that they are our
responsibilities will call out a deep power
within those who have even a spark of

Take a look around. Does what we have
been creating make you proud to be a
human? Actually facing the data and
1
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Cosmos" This is far from a difficult task.
It requires a tiny expansion of
consciousness. This expansion of
consciousness which has been unfolding
for centuries in Humanity reveals the fact
of the One Humanity and this shifts the
intention and focus of living for self to
living "in full rhythmic accord with
cosmic creation" or, for the Common
Good. Thus, the former “vale of tears”
becomes the joyful experience of creating
in accordance with Cosmic Intention.

heart fire. One will begin to realize that he
or she is the creator of Future. It becomes
obvious to anyone who thinks that we can
cause a new future by how we behave
now.
There have always been a handful of
such brothers and sisters who have given
their all in generating many things in all
sorts of sectors in the unfolding life of the
planet that foster Cosmic Intention.
Actually, this fact is the only reason we
are still here.

Mainly, because of the dense
Look
carefully
at
the
physical fixation, and the selfindividuals and groups of
centered and lower mental
past centuries and the work
The former
polarity of most humans in past
they have done. Look
“vale of tears”
centuries, the meaning of
closely at the growing
becomes the
many, many of such basic
groups of individuals who
joyful
laws of cosmic physics have
are today involved in
been all but totally lost or
experience of
projects and efforts that
deliberately
warped to serve
creating in
foster Cosmic Intention.
the separative, selfish agenda
We will see that the
accordance
of the Retrogressors. What
motivating power and the
with Cosmic
happened to "Common Good"
purpose which directed
Intention.
is an excellent example of both
their will was and is today a
the
warping
and
consciousness, a realization
misunderstanding of Cosmic Law.
or an awareness of the fact of
"Common Good" is a metaphoric
our
unavoidable
thoughtform that embodies one of the
interconnectedness to one another and
basic concepts of Cosmic Physics. In its
the planet.
purest sense or meaning "Common"
There is only One Humanity, and we are
means universally present, and "Good"
an indissoluble part of the One Planet.
describes an action or a thing or place
Humanity's forerunners and builders both
that is beneficial or which promotes
known and unknown have always
evolution or growth in accordance with
realized that all children are our children,
Cosmic Intention: the evolution of the
that the starving and homeless are our
Common, or of that which was inherently
brothers and sisters. Thus, those
universally present, or Life. So, the
forerunners and builders both of the past
Common Good was a Good for all beings
and of the present always worked "in full
in the four evolving dense physical
rhythmic accord with cosmic creation" or
Kingdoms of manifestation, Human,
for the Common Good.
Animal, Plant, and Mineral.
As was indicated, "Our task is to
establish the harmony of existence
and the creativeness of the infinite

Just as there are no half Truths, there are
no partial Goods. Actions or things, which
harm or delay the health or evolutionary
2
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unavoidable. Much easier and lots more
fun to go with it.

development of something or some
person or group of persons, are not
Good. To say that an action or
government policy is good for me but is
not good for you is absurd. Thus, it is said
that "Good can come only from good, and
only good can come from good." The
ultimate desecration of this particular
Cosmic Principle was the establishing of
property rights as superior to human
rights.

As are all concepts of Cosmic Physics,
this concept is rather beyond the grasp of
those whose consciousness is still mired
in the illusion of a single dimension,
dense physical, totally selfish vision of
Reality. It is precisely this illusory
conception of Reality that has caused
humanity and the rest of the planet such
vast suffering over the past several
millenniums.

The Common Good is the only Good. If
that which one individual deems is good
This illusory view of the Common Good
for his or her separate self interferes in
(The Common Good is by the
some way with the evolutionary
way, the source of our concepts
development of any other aspect
of Harmlessness and Service.)
of Cosmos, let alone another
warps it into a proposition
human or group of human
Individual
that says "If I think
beings, it cannot possibly be
something is good for me
human
good for the individual who
and it causes you pain or
beings
deems it so either, because in
grief, well, I may feel sad
always and
effect when one harms
for you; however, that's the
others, one is harming one's
only exist
way the cookie crumbles.
self, for humanity is One.
within the
My "natural born" right to
Poverty damages everyone.
context of the
satisfy
my
individual
welfare or my right to have
Individual
human
beings
collective
whatever
I want justifies or
always and only exist within
Humanity.
makes just, my right to have
the context of the collective
what I want regardless of how
Humanity.
There
is
an
it impacts your Welfare."
awareness of individuality within
the collective. This awareness of
These kinds of assumptions are
one’s individuality is an essential,
the absurd, crumbling foundations
eventually
evolutionarily
developed,
upon which our political and economic
aspect of humanness. During the
systems presently rest. These are the
relatively long or short period of discovery
thoughtforms that make "property rights"
one lives in the illusion in which the sense
superior to human rights, and make
of self is seen as being separated from
ownership of property of any kind the
the whole of humanity. Evolution for the
primary goal of living.
Soul, for Humanity, is totally concerned
Such thoughtforms are often the
with the elimination of the thoughtform of
productions of highly intelligent self
identification with form that we created
centered minds. However, these same
ages ago. This is what Master Plato’s
self centered minds are grossly ignorant
Allegory of the Cave is about. Today, we
in their understanding, even awareness of
call this motion of Life Force the
the basic principles of multidimensional
expansion of consciousness. It is
Cosmic
Physics
or
Life.
Such
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love there is! And we launch a new round
of
experiment,
experience,
and
expression.

thoughtforms have been empowered over
and over for centuries. They are powerful
and persuasive.

It is strange in a way, but history bears it
Unfortunately,
accompanying
the
out, and both micro and macro examples
assumption of separate and competitive
abound, that for some reason we, as
individual existence, which is an illusion,
individuals and as a collective, as
are
a
number
of
unavoidable
Humanity, we really do not get going until
consequences. These consequences
we are faced with unmistakable
are intrinsic aspects of any
evidence of our doom. Change
micro
or
macro
will come. The Wheel turns
manifestation
of
this
and
evolution
is
“totally selfish vision of
There is an
unavoidable. How change
Reality”: War, huge
intrinsic,
happens
is
what
concentrations
of
unavoidable aspect
concerns us.
Planetary
Wealth,
of being human that
Corruption,
So now in these
Environmental
speaks to us, that
present
days
and
Desecration, Poverty,
whispers about the
years, Humanity is
Disease,
Sorrow,
once
again
at
a
Good that could be,
Despair,
and
crossroads.
Now
we
are
and what we can
eventually,
seven billion. A large
cause to be if we
Dissolution.
percentage of that seven

would choose to.

billion realize that we are
facing perhaps the most
significant decision we as a
collective, as Humanity have ever
made. Individual humans, one by one,
and in small groups have been facing this
decision point for eons. What is different
now is that it is the One Humanity that is
facing it.

Individuals
who
are
actuated
by
these
assumptions are not usually
evil. They are unconsciously,
but freely, simply following the dictates of
ignorance. We have all experimented with
these assumptions, experienced the
eventual unavoidable consequences and
eventually express a more conscious
livingness.

Just as it takes a critical mass of
fissile material for a sustained nuclear
chain reaction or explosion, it takes a
critical mass of individuals with somewhat
expanded consciousnesses to generate
an explosion or an expansion of
consciousness in a Kingdom. To be here
now! That is why we incarnated when we
did.

And now, once again, these unavoidable
consequences have brought us to the
brink doom.
However, just as there are unavoidable
consequences
to
the
illusion
of
separation, there is an intrinsic, also
ultimately unavoidable, aspect of being
human that speaks to us, that whispers
about the Good that could be, and what
we can cause to be if we would choose
to. Usually, our fixations on our desires
drown out this small quiet voice of
reasonable love which is the only kind of

We are that critical mass. We need to
explode. We will generate the needed
chain reaction.
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With the elimination of the old governing
I for one among the seven billion am sure
thoughtforms,
the
unavoidable
that we will rise, as we have risen over
consequences which they produced will
and over in the past millenniums, to the
fade away; some, like ridiculous wars to
occasion. Realizing that we are talking
solve problems will disappear rather
about an explosion of consciousness
rapidly, and just in time one
throughout an entire Kingdom
might add. Because if
of Nature, I spend a lot
there were a
of time pondering
next war, it
on
the
Imagine what a love-driven
would
be
possibilities of
and brilliant Humanity could
curtains
for
the Future into
do with a planet which is
us all.
which we are
already a “thing of beauty and
evolving.
However,

a joy forever”.

the sun rising
on the edge of our
new dawn is a harbinger
of things to come of a level of joy and
wonder that we as yet cannot really
understand. We can, however, imagine,
and we now understand the power of
imagination. So, sisters and brothers,
imagine, imagine with all your heart,
imagine a planet free from hunger and
fear, free from the illusion of being a
separated, lonely, frightened, confused,
crazy personality. Imagine what a lovedriven and brilliant Humanity could do
with a planet which is already a “thing of
beauty and a joy forever”. Go ahead!
You can do it! Much better than you think
because Souls are Wizards, or White
Magicians if you prefer.

Some of these
possibilities are not
that hard to see, but getting
the timing right is very dicey. Humanity
will not go to bed on a Tuesday and wake
up on the dense physical plane on
Wednesday on a new planet. (If that
happens to someone, I don’t think it will
be all nice and comfy.)

I think that some significant changes
particularly in the elimination of the
primacy
of
the
thoughtforms
of
selfishness will occur rather rapidly, over
a few years or a generation. These
changes will replace the thoughtforms of
selfishness and firmly establish the new
foundations for civilization based on
cooperation with Cosmic Intention and
the Common Good and General Welfare
going forward.

Tom Carney
June 2015
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